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ABOUT THE BOOK

Pastoral Leadership Is . . . presents in dozens of brief yet powerful chapters
a practical, Bible-based, and highly readable guide to leading the local
church. This guidebook to the great adventure of being a pastor follows
the directions God gave Moses in order to effectively shepherd Israel:
Pray, Teach and Preach, Lead and Multiply.
Believing the western world has traded the biblical model of pastoral
leadership in favor of a traditional one, author Dave Earley writes to
encourage pastors to become the spiritual warriors, missional leaders,
and multiplying mentors God calls them to be.
Each compelling entry is set up to finish the sentence that begins with
the book’s title. For example, Pastoral Leadership Is . . . “Abandoning
Your Life to the Call of God,” “Following Paul’s Example in Praying for
Your Flock,” “Cooperating with the Holy Spirit,” “Leading a Church
Full of Leaders,” “Resolving Conflict,” and more.
Expecting a revolution, Earley says, “Instead of letting traditional
church culture tell you who a pastor is and what he is to do, let God tell
you through the Bible.”

BEST-SELLING POINTS
•

•

Dozens of brief yet powerful entries for pastors about what it really
means to be on-mission, spiritual warriors who lead the local church
from a biblical point of view instead of a modern traditional one.
The third title in a respected academic series; Evangelism Is . . . and
Ministry Is . . . also available.
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